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Abstract: The sensitivity to dark matter signals at neutrino experiments is fundamen-
tally challenged by the neutrino rates, as they leave similar signatures in their detectors.
As a way to improve the signal sensitivity, we investigate a dark matter search strategy
which utilizes the timing and energy spectra to discriminate dark matter from neutrino
signals at low-energy, pulsed-beam neutrino experiments. This strategy was proposed in
our companion paper arXiv:1906.10745, which we apply to potential searches at COHER-
ENT, JSNS2, and CCM. These experiments are not only sources of neutrinos but also
high intensity sources of photons. The dark matter candidate of interest comes from the
relatively prompt decay of a dark sector gauge boson which may replace a Standard-Model
photon, so the delayed neutrino events can be suppressed by keeping prompt events only.
Furthermore, prompt neutrino events can be rejected by a cut in recoil energy spectra, as
their incoming energy is relatively small and bounded from above while dark matter may
deposit a sizable energy beyond it. We apply the search strategy of imposing a combination
of energy and timing cuts to the existing CsI data of the COHERENT experiment as a con-
crete example, and report a mild excess beyond known backgrounds. We then investigate
the expected sensitivity reaches to dark matter signals in our benchmark experiments.
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1 Introduction
While there exists a tremendous amount of astrophysical and cosmological evidence for the
existence of dark matter in the universe, none of the experimental efforts including dark
matter direct/indirect detection experiments and accelerator-based experiments have made
conclusive observations via its hypothetical non-gravitational interactions with Standard
Model (SM) particles. In particular, null results in the search for Weakly Interacting Mas-
sive Particles [1], which have been considered as a well-motivated dark matter candidate,
have stimulated searches for dark matter candidates dwelling in other mass regions [2].
Among the possible candidates, MeV to sub-GeV-range dark matter in connection with
portal scenarios have received particular attention, as it is (i) a kind of thermal dark mat-
ter, (ii) relatively less constrained by existing bounds, and (iii) readily explorable in many
ongoing and projected high-intensity beam-based experiments. There are already many
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interesting physics models addressing this class of light dark matter, especially in scenar-
ios with light mediators or portal particles (e.g., dark photons) interacting with the dark
matter (see, for example, Refs. [3–10]).
Searches for dark matter candidates at neutrino experiments using high intensity,
O(1) GeV particle beams are particularly intriguing [11–16]. The weak couplings between
the SM and dark sectors through portal particles can be compensated by high statis-
tics. Laboratory-based searches can also benefit from better handles to control potential
backgrounds and environmental parameters, in contrast with the astrophysical searches.
Despite these advantages, however, neutrinos can mimic dark matter signals by having
similar experimental signatures. As a consequence, maximizing the dark matter signal
sensitivity is hampered by irreducible neutrino-induced contamination to the dark matter
signal, so it is highly desired to devise an intelligent search strategy to get around this
issue.
An earlier effort was made to utilize the energy cut to reduce certain neutrino back-
grounds whose energy deposit at the detector is kinematically bounded from above. Exam-
ple studies include the dark matter searches at the LSND and MiniBooNE detectors [11],
at the COHERENT and CENNS – which is now part of the COHERENT experiment –
detectors [12], and at the COHERENT and CCM detectors [16]. As we will discuss shortly,
however, this does not suffice to suppress other neutrino backgrounds while retaining rea-
sonable signal statistics. By contrast, it was realized that adoption of a timing cut is useful
to reject the neutrino events lying in delayed timing bins, e.g., COHERENT [14, 15]. In
particular, Ref. [15] makes use of the delayed timing bins to determine the spectral be-
havior of neutrino events in the prompt timing bins up to statistical and systematic errors
through a side-band analysis. However, this approach may be fully valid in the absence
of non-standard interactions (NSIs) of neutrinos, potentially introducing some model de-
pendencies, and the associated signal region may suffer from a sizable number of neutrino
background events, essentially limiting the signal sensitivity.
In light of this situation, we have pointed out that timing along with energy selec-
tion cuts can enhance the signal sensitivity in new physics searches by vetoing neutrino
backgrounds efficiently and model-independently, in our companion paper [14]. We remark
that many of the intensity-frontier neutrino experiments come with an apparatus and/or
an algorithm to record the timing information of an event occurrence at a detector. In a
low-energy neutrino experiment, a particle beam impinges on a target, producing neutrinos
through the decays of mesons (mostly charged pions) and muons at rest. There are two
classes of neutrinos, “prompt” neutrinos from the decay of (stopped) pi± and “delayed”
neutrinos from the decay of relatively longer-lived (stopped) µ±. The dark matter candi-
date of our interest is created by a rather prompt decay of a dark sector gauge boson, and
thus signal events preferentially populate in prompt timing bins. Therefore, it is possible
to suppress the delayed neutrino events significantly by selecting the events populating the
prompt timing bins. By contrast, the energy of the prompt neutrinos is single-valued as
they come from the two-body decay of stopped pi± in association with a massive muon.
Since most of the pi± (mass) energy is carried away by the muon, the energy deposit al-
lowed for prompt neutrinos is not large. On the other hand, typical dark matter events
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can deposit larger energies. So, an energy cut can allow to veto prompt neutrino events
very efficiently while keeping a large fraction of the dark matter events.
While many of the low-energy, high-intensity frontier experiments possibly would enjoy
the advantage of a combination of energy and timing cuts in terms of dark matter searches,
we particularly focus on the COHERENT [15, 17, 18], JSNS2 [19–21], and CCM [22–24]
experiments to apply our search techniques for. They are equipped with an O(1 GeV)
beam delivering ∼ 1022 − 1023 protons-on-target (POT) per year, hence producing dark
matter particles copiously. Furthermore, most of their projected detectors are featured by
a tonne scale in volume, so a large amount of exposure to the dark matter flux is expected
even with a small amount of duty time.
As mentioned earlier, dark matter production is initiated by production of a portal
particle which mediates the interactions between SM particles and dark matter. In this
study, we consider vector portal-type scenarios whose mediators are henceforth collectively
called dark(-sector) gauge bosons, while the generic strategy is readily applicable to other
portal scenarios (e.g., scalar portal). The protons struck on a target often induce creation of
light mesons (mostly pi0, pi±) which subsequently involve photon production: for example,
pi0 decay (pi0 → 2γ) and pi− absorption (pi−+p→ n+γ). A photon in these processes may
be replaced by a dark gauge boson whose coupling to the SM particles is sufficiently small
to satisfy existing limits. The dark gauge boson then disintegrates to dark matter particles
some of which may freely stream toward a detector and leave a signature via nucleus or
electron recoil in the detector material. It is crucial to estimate the differential photon
flux and pion flux (for the pi− absorption case) in the target as accurately as possible. To
this end, we employ the GEANT4 10.5 (FTFP BERT) code package [25] to take into account
detailed nuclear effects. By doing so, additional photon sources such as e±-induced cascade
photons are included, and we find that their contribution can be sizable depending on the
mass of the dark gauge boson.
To illustrate how the proposed search strategy is realized in the actual data analyses,
we explicate the measurement data collected at the CsI detector of the COHERENT ex-
periment [26]. Our analysis scheme with an appropriately chosen set of energy and timing
cuts allow us to find a moderate excess (∼ 2.4 − 3σ depending on the assumption of the
neutron-distribution radius) beyond the known backgrounds including neutrino-induced
ones and beam-related ones. We then find a set of model parameters to accommodate the
excessive number of events, keeping in mind the aforementioned dark matter scenario as
our underlying model assumption. We also study the expected dark matter signal sensi-
tivities at our benchmark detectors of the COHERENT, JSNS2, and CCM experiments,
considering various dark sector gauge boson models. Our results suggest that their experi-
mental reaches in the associated model parameter space can be beyond the existing limits.
For all these experiments, we discuss the appearance of dark matter (in the detector) which
makes them very robust compared to the beam-dump searches where the disappearance of
dark photon is used to investigate the dark matter parameter space.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin by describing dark matter scenarios we
consider, in terms of production and detection of dark matter at neutrino experiments, in
Section 2. We then give a brief review on our benchmark experiments which can possess
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decent sensitivities to our dark matter signal in Section 3.1. We performed simulation
with the GEANT4 package to assess dark matter production in each experiment channel-
by-channel, and our results are reported in Section 3.2. A brief discussion on the timing
spectrum of dark matter events and its implication on our search strategy are given in
Section 4. Section 5 describes the general search strategy we propose. In Section 6, we
discuss how to interpret the results from data analyses. We first show our example data
analysis for the existing CsI data of the COHERENT experiment in Section 6.1, and then
focus on the signal sensitivities expected at our benchmark detectors for example dark
matter scenarios in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 is devoted to discussing how to reinterpret our
results in the context of other dark matter scenarios. Our conclusions and outlook appear
in Section 7. Finally, calculation of phase-space suppression factors of cascade photons and
derivation of the timing spectrum for an example scenario are provided in appendices A
and B, respectively.
2 Models: Dark Matter Scenarios
In this section, we discuss various new physics scenarios which can be probed with the
proposed search strategy. The most topologically-minimal possibility is the case where a
certain (new physics) intermediary state, say A, is produced and disintegrates into lighter
particles some of which are stable enough to reach a detector and leave some visible signa-
ture, for example, through scattering off a nucleus or an electron in the detector:
A→ χ+ others, χ+ e−/N → χ(′) + e−/N (′) . (2.1)
Here χ, e− and N denote stable particle species, electron and nucleus, respectively, and χ′
represents the possibility that χ turns into a different species in the scattering process [27–
30]. More generally, such an intermediary particle may undergo a multi-step cascade decay
depending on the model details, and some of the stable decay products (including neutrinos)
again may repeat the aforementioned procedure:
A→ B → · · · → C → χ+ others, χ+ e−/N → χ(′) + e−/N (′) , (2.2)
where B and C denote other intermediary states and where decay products in each decay
step are omitted for simplicity. Some of the decay products may be SM particles so that
they directly leave visible signatures at the detector. While such a possibility is interesting
per se and similar strategies are applicable, we focus on the case with stable new physics
particles such as dark matter in this study.
2.1 Production of dark matter
Among possible new physics scenarios, we consider the production of dark matter χ by the
decay of a dark gauge boson X. The relevant interaction Lagrangian is given by
LX,prod ⊃
∑
f
κXf x
X
f Xµf¯γ
µf + κXDXµχ¯γ
µχ , (2.3)
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where xXf is the gauge charge of SM fermion species f and κ
X
f denotes the coupling constant
associated with the dark gauge boson X. By contrast, κXD parameterizes the dark sector
coupling of X to χ. We emphasize that our approach is generic and various types of gauge
bosons can take the role of X. Possible examples of X include the following models.
• Dark photon: A dark sector photon is connected to the SM sector photon via a
kinetic mixing [31–33]. Phenomenology of dark photon coupled to dark matter has
been extensively studied in an ample amount of literature, e.g., [3, 4, 34].
• Baryo-philic U(1)B: This new U(1) boson is assumed to couple to baryon number,
hence exclusively to quarks (at the tree level) [35, 36]. Possible are models where
dark matter is charged under a U(1)B symmetry [9, 12].
• U(1)B−L: This gauge boson couples to the difference between the baryon and the
lepton numbers and is often invoked in some grand unified theory models [37, 38].
Various phenomenological studies in connection with dark matter have been per-
formed, e.g., asymmetric dark matter [39]
• Lepto-philic U(1)L and U(1)Li−Lj : Unlike the previous models, the relevant gauge
bosons exclusively couple to leptons (at the tree level) [36, 40]. Dark matter can be
coupled to these gauge bosons, resulting in interesting phenomenology [41–43].
• U(1)T3R: This is a low energy SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y×U(1)T3R anomaly-free model
where the U(1)T3R gets broken at sub-GeV scale [10]. The model contains a sub-GeV
scalar, a sub-GeV gauge boson, and a dark matter particle. Two scenarios from [10]
of this model are interesting for this paper which we describe as model 1: the new
symmetry involves first-generation right-handed quarks and right-handed electron
and model 2: the new symmetry involves first-generation right-handed quarks and
right-handed muon.
Table 1 summarizes these models relevant for the benchmark experiments, which we will
discuss in Section 3.1, and their respective coupling constants and tree-level gauge charges
for the SM fermions. For example, if the model of interest is dark photon, X is replaced
by A′ and the coupling constant κXf reads e with  being the kinetic mixing parameter
between the SM photon and the dark sector photon. For U(1)T3R, the charge assignment
for the particles of model 2 is mentioned in the parentheses only when they differ compared
to model 1. Note that the U(1)B model and the U(1)L model are anomalous, while the
others are anomaly-free.
The first term in Eq. (2.3) essentially allows for production of dark gauge boson. As
mentioned in the introductory section, four different production mechanisms of dark gauge
boson can be mainly relevant.
• Meson decays (P1): Neutral mesons such as pi0 and η created in nuclear reactions
decay to a pair of SM photons where one of the photons may be replaced by a
dark gauge boson X. To distinguish pi0 in this category from the one in the charge
exchange processes (explained in the third item), we henceforth call it primary pi0
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Model A′ B L B − L Le − Lµ Le − Lτ T3R [model 1(2)]
κXf e gB gL gB−L gLe−Lµ gLe−Lτ gT3R
xXu,c,t 2/3 1/3 0 1/3 0 0 -2, 0, 0
xXd,s,b −1/3 1/3 0 1/3 0 0 2, 0, 0
xXe,µ,τ −1 0 1 −1 1, −1, 0 1, 0, −1 2 (0), 0 (2), 0
xXνe,νµ,ντ 0 0 1 −1 1, −1, 0 1, 0, −1 0, 0, 0
Production P: 1, 2, 3, 4 P: 1, 2, 3 P4 P: 1, 2, 3, 4 P4 P4 P: 1, 2, 3, 4 (1, 2, 3)
Detection D1, D2 D1 D2 D1, D2 D2 D2 D1, D2 (D1)
Table 1. Possible models relevant to the benchmark experiments enumerated in Section 3.1 and
their respective coupling constants κXf and tree-level gauge charges x
X
f for the SM fermions. The
(tree-level) production channels and the detection channels are summarized in the last two rows.
while the other one is labeled as secondary pi0. Unlike the secondary pi0, the primary
pi0 is boosted toward the forward direction. So, the detectors located in the backward
direction do not benefit from this production mechanism much, if the incoming beam
is highly energetic.
• pi− absorption process (P2): pi− created in the proton/electron dump experiment
can be absorbed to a nucleus by the so-called Panofsky process pi− + p→ n+ γ [44]
where the SM photon may be replaced by a dark gauge boson X. This process is
efficient once pi− becomes non-relativistic. Therefore, the mesic state formed by a
pi− and a proton is produced nearly at rest, and X is emitted isotropically. In a
complex atom, the monochromatic Panofsky photon gets through nuclear reactions
with nearby nucleons and electrons, resulting in a bunch of soft photons, neutrons,
and possibly with an element different from the original target one. However, once a
dark gauge boson is emitted, it hardly interacts with nearby nucleons and electrons
unless the associated coupling is sizable enough. Therefore, it is expected that the
energy of the dark gauge boson is single-valued.
• Charge exchange processes (P3): pi−(+) + p(n) → n(p) + pi0, followed by the
decay of pi0 to an ordinary photon and an X. These processes are efficient once pi±
becomes non-relativistic, just like the absorption process. Therefore, pi0 is emitted
isotropically, and so is X coming from the pi0 decay explained in P1.
• e±-induced cascade (P4): Primary particles produced in the target by beam col-
lision lose their energy by ionization, creating electrons which subsequently undergo
electromagnetic cascade showering. Therefore, expected are a copious number of cas-
cade photons some of which may be replaced by an X which charges the electron
non-trivially.
Depending on the underlying model assumption, all or part of the above-listed production
channels are relevant. For example, a dark photon A′ can be produced by P1 through P4
(see Table 1 for relevant production channels of each model). The dark matter fluxes from
these contributions obviously depend on the beam energy. We shall discuss and compare
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relative production rates, which are evaluated by the GEANT4 simulation code package, in
the context of our benchmark experiments in Section 3.1.
The second term in Eq. (2.3) governs the decay of X to a dark matter pair, as far as
the mass of dark gauge boson is greater than twice the mass of dark matter. The associated
decay width ΓX→2χ is expressed as
ΓX→2χ =
1
12pi
(κXD)
2mX
(
1 +
m2χ
m2X
)√
1− 4m
2
χ
m2X
, (2.4)
where mX and mχ stand for the masses of dark gauge boson and dark matter, respectively.
If X is heavy enough, it is allowed to decay directly to SM particles as far as the associated
mass hierarchy is kinematically allowed. Therefore, the branching fraction to a dark matter
pair, BRX→2χ, is determined together with all allowed SM decay modes. Since we are
interested in the case where X predominantly decays to a dark matter pair, i.e., BRX→2χ ≈
1, at least one of the following conditions should be satisfied: (i) κXD  κXf xXf , (ii) mX <
2mf , and (iii) x`  1 and mX < 2mpi with ` being SM leptons. Note that the first two
cases are relevant for both baryo-philic and lepto-philic models, while the condition (iii)
is relevant for baryo-philic models.
2.2 Detection of dark matter
Once dark matter χ reaches a detector, it can leave a scattering signature through interac-
tions with detector material. We point out that a different mediator, say V , may take care
of the scattering part. Therefore, the relevant interaction Lagrangian contains exactly the
same type of operators as in Eq. (2.3),
LV,scatter ⊃
∑
f
κVf x
V
f Vµf¯γ
µf + κVDVµχ¯γ
µχ , (2.5)
with Xµ, κ
X
f , x
X
f , and κ
X
D replaced by Vµ, κ
V
f , x
V
f , and κ
V
D, respectively. Obviously, in the
minimal scenario where a single mediator governs scattering as well as production, Vµ, κ
V
f ,
xVf , and κ
V
D are simply identified as Xµ, κ
X
f , x
X
f , and κ
X
D , and vice versa. We now consider
two possible scenarios, the scattering of dark matter off either a nucleus or an electron
since the example dark gauge bosons in Table 1 can interact with quarks and/or electrons.
• Nucleus scattering (D1): Given the energy and momentum, Eχ and pχ, of incoming
dark matter, the differential scattering cross section in recoil energy Er,N of the target
nucleus is expressed as [14]
dσ
dEr,N
=
(κVf κ
V
D)
2(QVeff)
2 · |FV |2
4pip2χ(2mNEr,N +m
2
V )
2
{
2E2χmN
(
1− Er,N
Eχ
− mNEr,N
2E2χ
)
+mNE
2
r,N
}
,
(2.6)
where mN is the mass of the target nucleus and where FV , which is a function over
mN and Er,N , denotes the form factor associated with the dark gauge boson X. Here
QVeff is an effective prefactor for a given nucleus which is atomic number Z for the A
′
model, atomic mass number A for the B and B − L models, 2(A − 2Z) for the T3R
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model, and a small loop-induced factor for the other models. We note that although
the model here considers the dark matter flavor-conserving interaction only [i.e., the
second term in Eq. (2.5)] for simplicity, one can include the term responsible for the
scenario where χ upscatters to a heavier (or excited) unstable state, say χ∗ via an
exchange of V [28–30, 45–50]. We reserve this possibility for future work.
• Electron scattering (D2): If the dark gauge boson under consideration allows for
the interaction of dark matter with electrons in the detector material, the dark matter
can manifest itself as an electron recoil. The associated differential scattering cross
section in recoil energy Er,e is given by [29, 51]
dσ
dEr,e
=
Z(xVf κ
V
f κ
V
D)
2m2e
piλ(s,m2e,m
2
χ)
{
2me(me − Er,e)−m2V
}2
× [me {E2χ + (me + Eχ − Er,e)2}+ (m2e +m2χ) (me − Er,e)] , (2.7)
where s = E2χ + 2Eχme +m
2
χ and where λ is a kinematic triangular function defined
as λ(x, y, z) ≡ (x − y − z)2 − 4yz. Here an overall factor Z takes into account the
number of electrons in a target atom. As in the case of nucleus scattering, one can
consider the scenario where χ scatters off an electron to χ∗ via an exchange of V .
The detection channels available are determined by the underlying model assumption. We
summarize relevant detection channels of each model in Table 1 with X replaced by V .
It is noteworthy that the typical recoil energy in the nucleus scattering is much smaller
than that in the electron scattering. The reason is because the typical mass scale of dark
matter under consideration is much smaller than the mass of the target nucleus while being
larger than or comparable to the mass of the target electron. Therefore, a sufficiently small
energy threshold (Ethr ) is demanded in order to observe nucleus recoil signals. In the next
section, we will see that the detectors in COHERENT and CCM are designed to be sensitive
enough to the nucleus recoil, whereas JSNS2 possesses a good sensitivity to the electron
recoil due to a relatively larger energy threshold of its detector.
3 Benchmark Experiments and Simulations
As briefly discussed in the Introduction, the key feature behind the proposed search strategy
is to veto the prompt neutrinos and the delayed neutrinos by an energy cut and a timing cut,
respectively. Indeed, the effectiveness of the search strategy can be maximized when the
(dominant) neutrino sources, i.e., pi± and µ±, decay to neutrino(s) (almost) at rest. First
of all, under such circumstances, prompt neutrinos are nearly single-valued in energy (∼ 30
MeV) due to the two-body decay of pi±, so the resultant energy deposit is upper-bounded.
This implies that the prompt neutrino events can be significantly suppressed by imposing
an energy cut associated with such an upper bound. However, if pi± were substantially
boosted, energies of prompt neutrinos would be distributed and extended toward the higher
energy regime. Therefore, one would need to impose too hard an energy cut for achieving
the similar level of background rejection, which would result in significant signal rejection.
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Experiment
Ebeam POT
Target Detector: mass, distance, angle, Ethr[GeV] [yr−1]
COHERENT
1 1.5× 1023 Hg CsI[Na]: 14.6 kg, 19.3 m, 90
◦, 6.5 keV
[15, 17, 18] LAr: 24 kg (0.61 ton), 28.4 m, 137◦, 20 keV
JSNS2 [19–21] 3 3.8× 1022 Hg Gd-LS: 17 ton, 24 m, 29◦, 2.6 MeV
CCM [22–24] 0.8 1.0× 1022 W LAr: 7 ton, 20 m, 90◦, 25 keV
Table 2. Key specifications of benchmark experiments and detectors under consideration. All three
experiments use a proton beam, and the POT values are expected spills for 5,000 hours operation
per year. The mass of the liquid argon detector in parentheses in COHERENT is for a future
upgrade.
Second, when it comes to the muon-induced neutrinos, the relatively long lifetime of muon
delays its decay products reaching the detector. Therefore, an upper-bounded timing cut
can substantially remove delayed neutrino events, provided that the muons are not so
boosted that they dominate in the prompt timing bins. Finally, if dark gauge bosons were
significantly boosted forward, the dark matter signal flux could be forward-directed. As a
result, detectors would have to be located in the forward region where other backgrounds
such as beam-related neutrons would be increasingly considerable.
3.1 Benchmark experiments
Taking all these aspects into consideration, experiments with a low-energy beam source
are more relevant to the proposed signal search strategy. Of possible experiments, we take
COHERENT, JSNS2, and CCM as our benchmark cases. We first give a brief review on
these experiments, summarizing their key specifications in Table 2 for convenience.
• COHERENT [15, 17, 18]: The main mission of the COHERENT experiment is to
make the first direct measurement of Coherent Elastic Neutrino-Nucleus Scattering
predicted by the Standard Model. The 1.4 MW beam of 1 GeV protons1 (0.6 µs wide
pulses at a rate of 60 Hz) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory impinges on a mercury
target by the rate of ∼ 8.8 × 1015 POT per second, which provides ∼ 1.5 × 1023
POT during operation of 5,000 hours per year. The expected neutrino flux at 20 m
is 4.3× 107 cm−2s−1. There are six different detectors in the Neutrino Alley located
∼ 5 m below from the target (∼ 8 meter water-equivalent overburden). Of them, we
consider the 14.6 kg CsI[Na] detector located at a distance of 19.3 m from the target
and liquid argon (LAr) detectors with 24 kg and future-upgraded 0.61 tons of fiducial
volume being 28.4 m away from the target.
• JSNS2 [19–21]: The J-PARC Sterile Neutrino Search at the J-PARC Spallation
Neutron Source (JSNS2) experiment, which will be operational within 2020, aims
to probe the existence of neutrino oscillations with ∆m2 around 1 eV2. The 1 MW
beam of 3 GeV protons (two 0.1 µs wide pulses separated by 0.44 µs with a repetition
rate of 25 Hz) is incident on a mercury target by the rate of ∼ 2.1 × 1015 POT per
1This proton beam could be upgraded to 2.4 MW and 1.3 GeV with a planned second target station [52].
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second corresponding to ∼ 3.8 × 1022 POT for 5,000 hours operation per year. The
produced neutrinos reach a gadolinium(Gd)-loaded liquid-scintillator (LS) detector
which has a fiducial mass of 17 tons and is placed at a distance of 24 m from the
target. The Gd-loaded LS detector is surrounded by ∼ 30 tons of unloaded LS which
vetoes the background signals coming from outside. The expected ν¯µ neutrino flux
at this detector is 1.8× 1014 cm−2year−1 (≈ 5.7× 106 cm−2s−1).
• CCM [22–24]: Coherent Captain-Mills (CCM) detector was proposed to study co-
herent neutrino scattering. The ∼ 80 kW beam of 800 MeV protons (0.29 µs wide
triangular pulses at a rate of 20 Hz) is bombarded on a tungsten target. The detector
will be made of a total (fiducial) mass of 10 tons (7 tons) LAr and located 20 m away
from the Lujan target at Los Alamos National Laboratory. ∼ 5.6×1014 POT/second
(equivalent to ∼ 1.0 × 1022 POT for 5,000 hours operation per year) will yield a
neutrino flux of 4.7× 105 cm−2s−1 at the detector for each neutrino species.
3.2 Estimating dark matter fluxes
As obvious from the production mechanisms of dark matter that were discussed in Sec-
tion 2, precise knowledge on production rates of relevant mesons such as pi±, pi0, and η
is crucial for better estimates on (differential) dark matter flux. To this end, we have
performed simulations using the GEANT4 10.5 with the FTFP BERT library [25]. We take
the target specification of JSNS2 from Ref. [20] without considering the (nearly irrelevant)
modules around the targets. The specifications for COHERENT and CCM are not publicly
available, so we adopt that of JSNS2 as a substitute. However, we find that the numbers
reported here do not depend on the target details much [53], so we simply quote them in
our data analysis.
Our simulation results with 105 protons struck on the target of each benchmark ex-
periment are summarized in Table 3. We first report the fractional number of charged
pions per proton in the third row Npi± . The next six rows describe further processes that
the produced pi± undergo, so the summation of the numbers therein returns Npi± . As
the JSNS2 Collaboration reported the numbers corresponding to those in the third and
fourth rows [20], we are able to compare them and find that our simulation results are in
good agreement with their numbers. We also compared our simulation with COHERENT
simulation data [53], and found that ours reproduces their numbers. “Decay” is for the
case where a produced pion decays to a muon and a neutrino whether or not it decays
in flight. The two rows of “Inelastic” are for the cases where moving pions disappear,
creating a neutral pion in the final state or not. By contrast, the next two rows consider
the cases where charged pions are captured at rest, creating a neutral pion or not. Finally,
“Transportation” describes the number of pi± which simply escape from the target. The
last four rows report the fractional numbers of other mesons such as pi0, η, and K±. Be
aware that Npi0 do not include the pi
0 induced by pi±, i.e., only primary pi0 and pi0 from
heavier-meson decays are taken into account.
Several observations are made in order. First of all, only a tiny fraction of positively
charged pions create neutral pions while the rest of them either decay to muon or disappear
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Experiment COHERENT JSNS2 CCM
pi+ pi− pi+ pi− pi+ pi−
Npi± 0.1098 0.0470 0.5260 0.4962 0.0665 0.0259
Decay (pi → µ+ ν) 0.0803 0.0001 0.2603 0.0019 0.0520 0.00004
Inelastic (w. pi0) 0.0016 0.0004 0.0214 0.0124 0.0006 0.0002
Inelastic (w.o. pi0) 0.0239 0.0113 0.2081 0.2071 0.0112 0.0053
Capture at rest (w. pi0) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Capture at rest (w.o. pi0) 0.0 0.0333 0.0 0.2443 0.0 0.0192
Transportation 0.0037 0.0017 0.0351 0.0296 0.0022 0.0009
Npi0 0.1048 0.6142 0.0633
Nη 0.0 0.0015 0.0
NK+ 0.0 0.0061 0.0
NK− 0.0 0.0001 0.0
Table 3. A summary of our GEANT4 10.5 (FTFP BERT) simulation results with 105 protons struck
on the target of each benchmark experiment. Ni denotes the fractional number of particles of
species i per POT. The 4th through 9th rows describe further processes that produced charged
pions undergo. See the text for details.
without involving neutral pion. Therefore, their contribution to dark matter production is
subdominant. Second, most of the negatively charged pions get through either “Inelastic
(w.o. pi0)” or “Capture at rest (w.o. pi0)”, i.e., the absorption process involving a mesic
state is dominant. For the “Inelastic” case, our simulation study suggests that the mesic
state be not much boosted, and therefore, it is still a good approximation that its decay
is isotropic in the laboratory frame. Finally, other mesons heavier than pion could be
considered as sources of dark gauge boson. However, we have not found any such particles
in our simulation data because they are relatively too heavy to be produced, given the
allowed energy budget.2 Due to its relatively higher beam energy, JSNS2 may create a
small fraction of η, O(10−3) η per POT, and also ∼ 0.006 K+ per POT and O(10−4) K−
per POT, because the electric charge consideration of the proton-nucleus collision makes
it easier to have K+ than K−. Nevertheless, the K+ contribution is negligible.
When it comes to pi0, its spectral behaviors in energy and flying direction are important
to estimate the dark matter flux. In general, pi0 is not produced at rest, so the resulting
pi0 flux lies slightly in the forward direction. Therefore, the pi0-induced dark matter flux
should be carefully estimated according to the detector location relative to the beam line
and the target. Figure 1 shows unit-normalized pi0 kinetic energy spectra (left) and angular
spectra (right) in our benchmark experiments, COHERENT (red), JSNS2 (green), and
CCM (blue). Here the angle variable θpi0 is measured from the incident proton beam line.
Looking at the spectra of Ekin,pi0 , we see that neutral pions carry non-negligible energy
although peaks are around 50 MeV. Clearly, pi0s of JSNS2 are more inclined to be boosted
2One caveat to keep in mind is that production of these heavier mesons with low-energy beam sources
depends on the nuclear models to consider [15]. One would obtain them by choosing appropriate physics
options available in the GEANT4 package.
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Figure 1. Unit-normalized pi0 kinetic energy spectra (left) and angular spectra (right) in the
COHERENT (red), JSNS2 (green), and CCM (blue) experiments. We use GEANT4 10.5 with the
FTFP BERT library [25] for our simulation, generating 100,000 protons incident on the targets.
The angle is measured from the incident proton beam line.
as the associated proton beam delivers more energy compared to the other two. Therefore,
the dark matter particles produced in JSNS2 can be as energetic as ∼ 1 GeV. This implies
that pi0 in JSNS2 are more forward-directed with respect to the beam line. The right panel
of Figure 1 confirms this expectation as the pi0 flux peaks around 25 degrees. On the other
hand, the pi0 fluxes of COHERENT and CCM are more or less flat in-between 25 and
100 degrees. Thus, a decent level of pi0 flux can be directed to some of backward-located
detectors.
For operational convenience, our simulation study takes a pragmatic approach of con-
verting an on-shell photon from the GEANT simulation to a dark gauge boson: the energy
and the momentum direction of the dark gauge boson are the same as those of the photon,
while the dark gauge boson flux is suppressed by p2X with pX defined as suppression factor
for pi and η-related contributions.3 For cascade photons, the production of dark gauge
bosons is facilitated by an off-shell electron, which brings about an additional phase space
factor multiplying the suppression factor p2X , described in Appendix A. The suppression
factors according to the model assumption and the production mechanism are tabulated in
Table 4. The suppression factors for model 2 of T3R case are shown in the parenthesis only
if they differ compared to the model 1. It is therefore important to estimate the energy and
angular spectra of final-state photons as precisely as possible. We consider all available
photon sources including not only the pi0 (and η if available) decay and the pi− absorption
but cascade photons and neutron capture. Figure 2 exhibits photon energy and angular
spectra in the left panels and the right panels, respectively. The top panels, the middle
panels, and the bottom panels are for the COHERENT, JSNS2, and CCM experiments,
correspondingly. As before, we generate 105 protons on the target of each experiment to
obtain these distributions, and the angle is measured with respect to the incident proton
beam line.
3The decay mode η → γγ is about 40%. For the decay mode η → 3pi0 (∼ 30%), the associated photon
source is identified as pi0 not η in our analysis.
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Figure 2. Photon energy (left) and angular (right) spectra in COHERENT (top), JSNS2 (middle),
and CCM (bottom) experiments according to various sources of photons. We use GEANT4 10.5 with
the FTFP BERT library [25] for our simulation, generating 100,000 protons incident on the targets.
The angle is measured from the incident proton beam line.
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Production
A′ B L B − L Le − Lµ Le − Lτ T3R [model 1,(2)]
mechanism
pi0 decay 2
(
gB/3
e/3
)2 − (gB−L/3e/3 )2 − − (2gT3R/3e/3 )2
pi− absorption 2
(
gB/3
2e/3
)2 − (gB−L/32e/3 )2 − − (2gT3R2e/3 )2
η decay 2
(
gB/3
e/3
)2 − (gB−L/3e/3 )2 − − (2gT3R/3e/3 )2
e± cascade 2 − (gLe )2 (gB−Le )2 (gLe−Lµe )2 (gLe−Lτe )2 (2gT3Re )2, (−)
Table 4. Values of suppression factor p2X according to the model assumption and the production
mechanism. e is the ordinary electromagnetic gauge coupling constant. The “−” symbol is for the
cases where the associated (tree-level) dark gauge charge xXf is zero.
For all three experiments, photons from most of the sources carry energies less than
∼ 5 MeV. As we will discuss in Section 5, low-energy dark matter does not deposit enough
energy to overcome our energy cut or threshold in the nucleus recoil and the electron recoil.
Indeed, the dark matter coming from the decay of dark gauge boson of . 5 MeV is the
case. Therefore, photons from pi0 decays, (pi− absorption that we will discuss shortly,) and
e±-induced cascade photons make dominant contributions to our dark matter signal. In
the case of JSNS2, we find that photons from the η meson decay becomes the dominant
source to produce a dark matter flux for mpi0 < mX < mη, while e
±-induced cascade
photons make a subdominant contribution because of the suppression factors discussed
above. Furthermore, we see that these photons are mildly more populated in the forward
regime of angular spectra, as exhibited in the right panels of Figure 2. We therefore expect
that detectors in the forward direction can receive a slightly more dark matter flux from
the two sources.
Finally, let us discuss the simulation for the pi− absorption process. As argued earlier,
the monochromatic Panofsky photons interact with nearby nucleons and electrons in a
complex atom and there remain a number of soft photons in the final state (see also orange
histograms in the left panels of Figure 2). In order to estimate the dark matter flux
from the pi− absorption process, we develop our own simulation code to take care of the
single-energy-valued dark gauge boson production, not relying on the GEANT4 package. The
energy spectrum of these dark gauge bosons follows a Gaussian shape whose mean value is
EX =
(mp +mpi−)
2 −m2n +m2X
2(mp +mpi−)
, (3.1)
and sigma value is 6% as suggested in measurement data [44, 54]. Note that our GEANT4
simulation shows that most of the produced pi− do not result in pi0 (see Table 3), so we
can assume that they are absorbed. We therefore make an approximation that the dark
gauge boson flux is scaled by p2X with respect to the full pi
− flux.
4 Timing Spectrum of Dark Matter Events
The timing information of dark matter events is useful for discriminating them from po-
tential backgrounds, in particular, delayed neutrino events. We begin with investigating
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expected timing spectra of simulated dark matter events, while providing the theoretical
derivation of the differential timing spectrum in Appendix B for interested readers. Fig-
ure 3 shows several representative unit-normalized timing spectra of the dark matter events
in our benchmark experiments, COHERENT (top-left), CCM (top-right), and JSNS2 (bot-
tom). For JSNS2, the timing spectra are plotted with respect to two consecutive pulses. We
consider three different pairs of the rest-frame lifetime of dark gauge boson τX and its mass
mX : (mX , τX) = (75 MeV,≤ 1 ns), (75 MeV, 1 µs), and (138 MeV, 1 µs) shown by blue,
red, and orange histograms, respectively. The first two points are relevant to relativistic
dark gauge boson scenarios, while the last one invokes production of non-relativistic dark
gauge boson via the pi− absorption process. In terms of lifetime, the dark gauge boson in
the first point decays rather promptly compared to the other two. The simulation sample
for each scenario contains events contributed by production mechanisms P1 through P4
discussed in Section 2.1. For comparison, we show the timing spectra of prompt neutrino
and delayed neutrino events by the green and brown histograms, respectively, with neutrino
scattering cross sections convolved.4 They are stacked and collectively unit-normalized.
We observe two important features from this exercise. First, the dark matter flux
reaching the detector gets maximized if the produced dark gauge boson decays rather
promptly. If the lifetime of X is too large, the decay point is too distant from the detector
location so that the resulting dark matter flux is suppressed by distance square. Indeed,
the dark matter flux remains (almost) maximized as long as dark gauge bosons flying
toward the detector decay before reaching the detector. Therefore, if the laboratory-frame
lifetime τ labX is smaller than ∼ 50 − 100 ns, no significant loss of the dark matter flux
is expected. Otherwise, the dark matter flux is significantly dropped unless dark gauge
bosons are produced almost at rest in which the timing spectrum can develop a sizable tail
just like the delayed neutrinos. Assuming that the typical Lorentz boost factor of X is 10
and BRX→2χ ≈ 1, we find that κXD & 10−6 − 10−7 for mX ∈ (10, 500) MeV. Second, the
simulation results show that most of the dark matter events are populated in certain timing
windows. The upper limit in each window is closely related to the duration of a single beam
pulse (roughly twice the beam full-width). This will give a guidance for determining the
timing cut for each benchmark experiment. On the other hand, the lower limit reflects
the required amount of time for a dark matter particle to arrive at the detector from the
triggering moment of timing measurement, i.e., t = 0.5 For COHERENT, due to processing
and propagation delays of the POT signal, the timing of the POT signal effectively shows
an arbitrary offset from signals in a detector which is experimentally determined by an in-
situ measurement of prompt neutron signals. Our COHERENT plot starts from ∼ 0.3 µs
which is based on the offset from Ref. [26] even if the chosen bin size 0.5 µs is bigger than
that. By contrast, all activities during 0−1 µs will be recorded in JSNS2, using the “beam
kicker” timing [21]. Thus, the lower limit in the JSNS2 plot is set to be 0. In a similar
4In the case of JSNS2, delayed neutrinos get an enhancement of charged-current interactions from νe
scattering off electrons over their νµ prompt counterparts, so their relative fractions are different from those
in COHERENT and CCM.
5Note that the choice of t = 0 does not affect our analyses because one could simply shift the timing
window.
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Figure 3. Expected unit-normalized timing distributions of simulated dark matter and neutrino
scattering events contributed by production mechanisms P1 through P4 discussed in Section 2.1,
at COHERENT (top-left), CCM (top-right), and JSNS2 (bottom). The timing distributions for
JSNS2 are plotted for both the first and second pulses, taking the distribution from Ref. [20]. We
consider a long-lived (τ = 1 µs) and short-lived (τ < 0.001 µs) dark gauge boson at 75 and 138
MeV. For comparison, we show the timing spectra of prompt neutrino and delayed neutrino events
by the green and brown histograms, respectively, with neutrino scattering cross sections convolved.
They are stacked and collectively unit-normalized.
way, we set the lower limit in the CCM plot to be 0 [24].
5 Data Analysis
In this section, we discuss how to use the timing spectra in terms of new physics searches
at neutrino experiments, in conjunction with recoil energy spectra. As we have discussed
in Section 2.2, the dark matter particles that are produced manifest themselves as nucleus
or electron recoil. Given this experimental signature, any SM neutrinos that reach the
detector can appear dark matter signal-like. As briefly mentioned in Section 3, there are
two types of neutrinos, “prompt” and “delayed” neutrinos.
The former class of neutrinos are from the decay of charged pions,
pi± → µ± + νµ . (5.1)
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Since the beam energies of our benchmark experiments are not large, the produced charged
pions are not much energetic so that they quickly lose their available kinetic energy mainly
by ionization and stop in the target material before decaying. Indeed, our GEANT4 simu-
lation study suggests that decay-in-flight of pi± be negligible, and this observation is sup-
ported by the dedicated Monte Carlo studies conducted by the JSNS2 Collaboration [20].
Obviously, these neutrinos coming from the two-body decay process of pi± nearly at rest
are monochromatic. More importantly, µ± carries away a dominant fraction of the pi±
rest-mass energy, leaving a small fraction to νµ, i.e., Eνµ ≈ 29.8 MeV. Therefore, the recoil
energy deposited by such neutrinos is bounded by the upper kinematic limit. We shall
shortly see that the energy of nucleus or electron recoil induced by these neutrinos is less
than a definite value. For a given incoming neutrino energy Eν , we find that the maximum
kinetic energy of recoil nucleus and recoil electron, Emaxr,N and E
max
r,e are given by
Emaxr,N =
2E2ν
mN + 2Eν
, (5.2)
Emaxr,e =
2E2ν + 2Eνme +m
2
e
me + 2Eν
, (5.3)
where mN and me are the mass of the target nucleus and the mass of the target electron,
respectively, as defined earlier. Note that for Eν  me, Emaxr,e  me is satisfied, so we
quote the total energy in Eq. (5.3) as the kinetic energy converges to the total energy in
the relativistic regime.
On the other hand, the latter class of neutrinos are from the decay of muons that are
produced through the process in Eq. (5.1),
µ± → e± + νµ + νe . (5.4)
The muons are not as energetic as the charged pions, so they quickly stop flying and then
decay. However, muons are much longer-lived than charged pions by about two orders of
magnitude (i.e., τµ ≈ 2.2 µs vs. τpi± ≈ 26 ns). Therefore, the arrival times of the neutrinos
in Eq. (5.4) at the detector are much more delayed than those in Eq. (5.1). The energy of
these neutrinos is not single-valued as they come from a three-body decay process, while
it is still upper-bounded as muons decay nearly at rest. However, the neutrinos here can
carry an energy up to Eν ≈ mµ/2 = 52.5 MeV so that the resultant recoil energy spectrum
can be more broadly distributed.
Given these features of the prompt and delayed neutrino-induced background events,
we propose to apply a combination of an energy cut and a timing cut in order to suppress
the SM neutrino backgrounds but retain as many dark matter signal events as possible.
The main ideas behind the proposed selection scheme can be summarized as follows.
Energy cut: The background events produced from the prompt neutrino populate below
a certain value in the recoil energy spectrum, whereas signal events can deposit larger
energy through the recoil as incoming dark matter particles are typically more energetic
than the prompt neutrinos. An appropriately chosen energy cut can, therefore, suppress
prompt ν-induced events substantially while a large fraction of signal events still survive.
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Figure 4. Recoil energy spectra produced from neutrino and dark matter interactions with nuclei
in the CsI (top) and LAr (bottom) detectors. Spectra are shown before the timing cut (left) and
after the timing cut (right). The vertical dashed lines indicate the energy cuts that are used to
eliminate prompt ν-induced events. Dark matter coherent scattering spectra are also shown for two
choices of dark matter mass and mediator mass (up to an arbitrary choice of coupling). The AC
background at the CsI detector includes BRN and SS.
The left panels in Figure 4 exhibit energy spectra of background events and signal events
in the CsI (top) and the LAr (bottom) detectors of COHERENT. The backgrounds include
not only prompt-neutrino events (green) and delayed-neutrino events (brown) but other
backgrounds such as beam-related neutron (BRN) events (gray) as reported in Refs. [18, 55].
The anti-coincidence (AC) beam-on data at the CsI detector of COHERENT includes the
steady-state (SS) background as well as BRN. The dark matter spectra are shown for
two choices of dark matter mass and mediator mass (blue and red) modulo an arbitrary
choice of coupling. These energy spectra clearly demonstrate the expectation that a sizable
fraction of dark matter events populate beyond the endpoint of the prompt-neutrino energy
spectrum. Similar behaviors in the energy spectra are expected for CCM and JSNS2 and
they are shown in the left panels of Figure 5. For JSNS2, included are prompt neutrinos
from kaon decays at rest whose energy spectrum falls off sharply at Er ≈ 235 MeV. As no
BRN and SS backgrounds are available for them yet, we compare dark matter events only
with neutrino-induced background events. Since the JSNS2 Gd-LS detector has a large
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Figure 5. Recoil energy spectra produced from neutrino and dark matter interactions with nuclei in
the LAr detector at CCM (top), and those with electrons in the Gd-LS detector at JSNS2 (bottom).
For JSNS2, included are prompt neutrinos from kaon decays at rest whose energy spectrum falls
off sharply at Er ≈ 235 MeV. No detector efficiencies or energy resolution smearing effects were
assumed. Spectra are shown before the timing cut (left) and after the timing cut (right). The
vertical dashed lines indicate the energy cuts that are used to eliminate prompt ν-induced events.
Dark matter coherent scattering spectra are also shown for two choices of dark matter mass and
mediator mass (up to an arbitrary choice of coupling).
energy threshold (2.6 MeV), the nuclear scattering channel may not be available so that
we display the energy spectra of recoiling electrons for the Gd-LS case.
We clearly see that the application of an energy cut (denoted by the vertical dashed
lines) can eliminate prompt ν-initiated events very efficiently. Inspired by this observation
and based on our cut optimization, we choose the following selection criteria:
Er >

14 keV for CsI of COHERENT (nucleus scattering)
21 keV for LAr of COHERENT (nucleus scattering)
50 keV for LAr of CCM (nucleus scattering)
30 MeV for Gd-LS of JSNS2 (electron scattering),
(5.5)
which are also indicated by the rightward arrows in Figures 4 and 5. For the CsI detector of
COHERENT, we further apply an upper energy cut beyond which background uncertainties
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Channel Er cut t cut
COHERENT-CsI Nucleus scattering 14 keV< Er <26 keV t < 1.5 µs
COHERENT-LAr Nucleus scattering Er > 21 keV t < 1.5 µs
CCM Nucleus scattering Er > 50 keV
t < 0.1 µs (Tight WP)
t < 0.4 µs (Loose WP)
JSNS2 Electron scattering Er > 30 MeV t < 0.25 µs
Table 5. A summary of the recoil energy and timing cuts that we use for our data analysis.
are high [18].
Er < 26 keV for CsI of COHERENT (nucleus scattering). (5.6)
This selection is indicated by the leftward arrow in the top panels of Figure 4. Our choices
for the energy cut are summarized in Table 5.
Two comments should be made in order. First, as shown by the blue and the red
histograms, the above cut choices are not necessarily optimized to all possible mass points.
Our choices are based on the optimization with dark gauge boson being ∼ 100 MeV and
much lighter dark matter merely for illustration, and we do not perform an optimization
procedure mass point-by-point. Second, we see that a large fraction of delayed ν-induced
events (brown histograms) survive after the energy cut, as discussed in the previous section.
This motivates us to introduce a timing cut to reject them further.
Timing cut: The discussion in Section 4 suggests that a large portion of relativistic (non-
relativistic) X-induced dark matter events irrespective of τX (with τX . 0.1 µs) should
be retained, as far as we keep the events in prompt timing bins. Again based on our
cut optimization and private communications with experimentalists [21, 24, 53], we have
chosen a set of timing cuts.
t <

1.5 µs for COHERENT
0.1 µs for CCM (Tight WP)
0.4 µs for CCM (Loose WP)
0.25 µs for JSNS2,
(5.7)
and these are tabulated again in Table 5. For CCM, we consider two working points (WP):
a “tight” cut at 0.1 µs, based on the experimental recommendation, and a “loose” cut at
0.4 µs, based on the timing spectrum of the dark matter signal (see the top-right panel
of Figure 5). In particular, we will show the full power of the timing cut with this loose
cut in Section 6, and thus show a bigger potential of CCM in terms of the dark matter
search. Most of delayed ν-induced events reach the detector much later, as argued earlier.
The right panels of Figures 4 and 5 show the recoil energy spectra of signal and neutrino
background events after applying the timing cuts in (5.7), and we see that most of delayed
ν-induced events (brown) can be rejected as compared to the corresponding left panels,
allowing the signal events to stand out. We recall that the optimal choices for the timing
cut depend on the duration of a single beam pulse. As described in Section 3.1, the JSNS2
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beam injects two consecutive 0.1 µs wide pulses separated by an interval of 0.44 µs in each
beam period. We keep the duration of the first pulse as our baseline timing cut for JSNS2,
as the time window of the second pulse may be contaminated by delayed neutrino events
generated by the first pulse.
6 Interpretations
We are now in the position to discuss how to interpret the experimental results from our
proposed analysis technique, in terms of new physics searches. In the first subsection,
we apply our event selection scheme defined in (5.5) and (5.7) for the experimental data
collected at the CsI detector of the COHERENT experiment [18], and demonstrate a
moderate excess. We then attempt to explain the moderate excess with a dark matter
interpretation, assuming that it is real. By contrast, the second subsection is devoted
to ways of constraining various dark matter models described in Section 2. For the CsI
detector of COHERENT, we assume that the excess could be explained by an unidentified
background or a systematic uncertainty on the observed steady-state background, i.e., the
number of observed events are consistent with the number of expected background events.
We will present expected sensitivity reaches at the other benchmark detectors listed in
Table 2 under the assumption of null signal observations as well.
As discussed in Section 2, the dark sector gauge boson responsible for production
of dark matter can be different from the dark sector gauge boson that is exchanged in
detection of dark matter. We therefore consider two scenarios throughout this section.
• Single-mediator scenario: In this case, Xµ = V µ, so we have κXf = κVf , κXD = κVD,
and mX = mV . Since the dark matter event rate at a detector is proportional to
the dark matter flux times the detection cross section, an experiment obeying our
search scheme is sensitive to an effective coupling κeff , a combination of the coupling
constants, given by
κeff ≡ κVf κVDκXf
√
BRX→χχ¯(κXD)→ (κXf )2κXD
√
BRX→χχ¯(κXD) , (6.1)
where the κXD dependence is encoded in the branching ratio of X to a dark matter
pair. In this scenario, relatively short-lived X, hence relatively large κXD , are favored.
Otherwise, the detection cross section would be too small to develop an enough
sensitivity.
• Double-mediator scenario: By construction, the coupling constants and the medi-
ator mass parameters can be different. Unlike the single-mediator scenario, relatively
small κXD , hence relatively long-lived X are allowed because a sizable detection cross
section is possible with a large κVD.
6.1 Excess and dark matter interpretation
We revisit the analysis performed in our companion paper [14]. We first review how the
CsI data was analyzed based on the search strategy discussed in the previous section, and
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then interpret the result with a more complete set of dark matter sources. The data, as
described in Ref. [26], includes observed signal (Nobs,sig) and background (Nobs,bg) counts.
We take the AC beam-on data from the 4466 kg·day CsI run data at COHERENT as
the observed background events Nobs,bg. As mentioned earlier, this AC data represents
SS and BRN backgrounds. The relevant cuts in (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7) were applied to
the published COHERENT CsI data [26] to reduce both prompt and delayed neutrino
events. Taking the experimental efficiencies given in Ref. [26] into account and setting the
baseline size of the neutron distribution Rn of CsI to be 4.7 fm, we found that 97 events
(denoted by Nobs = Nobs,sig +Nobs,bg) pass the cuts. Among them, 49 were classified as the
SS background (denoted by NSS), 19 were identified as the neutrino-induced (denoted by
Nν) background originating from the delayed neutrino, and 3 were classified as the BRN
background (denoted by NBRN), resulting in 26 events left. We take the definition of the
significance in Ref. [56]:
Significance =
Nobs −NSS −Nν −NBRN√
2NSS +Nν +NBRN
, (6.2)
from which these extra events correspond to a ∼ 2.4σ deviation. For the analysis with
Rn = 5.5 fm [57], the significance becomes ∼ 3.0σ [14].
Given this “excess”, we attempt to explain it by fitting the data to the dark matter
model discussed in Section 2. We assume that both the observed signal-like counts Nobs,sig
and the observed background counts Nobs,bg follow Poisson models, where the Poissonian
expectations are given by the “true” background6 and signal counts Nbg and Nsig. We
parameterize the signal model counts as follows:
Nsig(t, Er; ~θ) = (1 + α)
{
Nχ(t, Er; ~θ) +Nν(t, Er)
}
, (6.3)
where ~θ is the vector of dark matter model parameters, and we additionally include the
nuisance parameter α which controls the systematic uncertainties from the flux, nuclear
form factor, quenching factor, and signal acceptance. Notice here that we have defined
our signal model as the inclusive sum of dark matter and neutrino events; this is purely a
choice of formalism, and we remind the reader that the sensitivity to dark matter events is
diluted by the neutrino floor in any case. The timing and energy cuts that we introduced
in Section 5 are motivated to remove neutrino events that contaminate the signal model in
this way.
With the definitions and assumptions above, we define a binned likelihood L(DCsI |
~θ;H0) given the CsI data DCsI, dark matter model parameters ~θ, and null hypothesis H0
for which ~θ = (0, . . . , 0). We can maximize this likelihood to determine the best-fit on Nsig
(and therefore ~θ), by marginalizing over α and Nbg along all timing and energy bins (t, Er)
as follows:
L(DCsI | ~θ;H0) ∝
∏
(t,Er)
∫
dNbg
∫
dαP (Nobs,sig, Nsig)P (Nobs,bg, Nbg)G(α, σ
2
α) , (6.4)
6The background realized in the asymptotic limit.
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where P (k, λ) is the Poisson likelihood for observing k events given a mean expectation λ,
and G(α, σ2α) is a Gaussian distribution over α with a mean of zero and variance of σ
2
α. For
the COHERENT CsI data, the beam-on anti-coincidence data plays the role of Nobs,bg,
the beam-on coincidence data plays the role of Nobs,sig, and σα is taken to be 0.28 [17].
We consider the dark matter model in the presence of a single mediator (i.e., X = V ),
which is taken to be a dark photon (A′ in Table 1) for illustration, in performing a fit
to the CsI data. This analysis is similar to the one performed in Ref. [14], with the
important addition of a more complete set of sources for dark gauge boson production
(P1 through P4 defined in Section 2.1). We then set mV /mχ and αD ≡ (κVD)2/(4pi) to
be 3 and 0.5, respectively. With these fixed, the remaining free parameters are the mass
mV and the kinetic mixing strength . For the sake of clarity in comparing our results to
other analyses, we may freely reparameterize the coupling using the conventionally defined
variable Y ≡ 2αD(mχmV )4.
We use the Bayesian inference package MultiNest [58] which samples the parameter
space (mV , Y ) to evaluate the posterior probability distribution p(mV , Y | DCsI) via Bayes’
theorem:
p(mV , Y | DCsI) = L(DCsI | mV , Y ;H0) · {pi(mV , Y )}Z , (6.5)
where L is the likelihood in Eq. (6.4), now written in terms of model parameters mV and
Y , pi(mV , Y ) is the uniform prior density over the appropriate ranges of Y and mV , and
Z is the Bayesian evidence.7
We now display 1σ best-fit regions to explain the excess by the light-blue bands in the
left panel of Figure 6. The discontinuity at mV ∼ 140 MeV reflects the fact that the pi0
decay channel (i.e., P1) and the pi− absorption channel (i.e., P2) to produce (on-shell) dark
photons are kinematically forbidden for masses higher than ≈ 140 MeV. We again see a
preferred band of (mV , Y ) combinations, constituting a (roughly) flat region for mV . 100
MeV where the scattering cross section given in Eq. (2.6) becomes approximately mV -
independent because of mN  mV , and a sloped region for mV & 100 MeV where the
cross section starts being sensitive to mV .
Since no significant excess is observed in the data set with no cuts applied, the relevant
dark matter model should accommodate it as well. The light-green regions show the
parameter values that explain the full energy and timing distributions (corresponding to
[6, 32] PE ≈ [5, 26] keV and [0, 6] µs) again at 1σ. Below these preferred light-green bands,
there are scattered small credible “islands” which express mild consistency with the data
down to the null limit Y → 0. However, we note that there exist overlapping credible
regions of parameter space within 50 MeV . mV . 250 MeV that accommodate the data
both before and after applying our timing and energy cuts, which expresses a robustness
in the fit procedure. A few representative pairs of (mV , Y ) are presented in Table 6, and
the corresponding  values are consistent with the existing limits.
7In practice, we pass in the logarithm of the likelihood L to MultiNest. Additionally, the variables Y
and mV are drawn in log space from the inverse cumulative distribution fields of pi(mV , Y ) to hasten the
conversion of the evidence calculation.
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Figure 6. Left: 1σ-credible regions on Y ≡ 2αD(mχmX )4 with mV /mχ = 3 and αD = 0.5, after
fitting to the COHERENT CsI data sets with (light blue) and without (light green) our energy
and timing cuts in (5.5–5.7) applied. Right: A best-fit recoil energy spectrum with a timing
cut of t < 1.5 µs applied. The predicted prompt-neutrino and delayed-neutrino events, the AC
beam-on backgrounds measured and reported by COHERENT, and the dark matter signal with
MLE parameters (Y,mV ) = (6.7 × 10−11, 138 MeV) are stacked together. The COHERENT data
(coincidence and anti-coincidence beam-on data combined) are shown with statistical and systematic
errors added in quadrature. The fit to the data set with cuts is done with the data lying in
14 keV < Er < 26 keV (indicated by the two arrows and the two vertical dashed lines).
The right panel of Figure 6 shows the corresponding Er spectrum at the CsI detector
with a timing cut of t < 1.5 µs applied. The dark matter prediction for the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE) from the likelihood scan (Y,mV ) = (6.7 × 10−11, 138 MeV) is
shown. While Table 6 gives a set of example best-fit parameter points where dark photons
are produced relativistically, this plot demonstrates that this choice formV resulting in dark
photon production (nearly) at rest explains the excess equally well, as suggested by the left
panel of Figure 6. The best-fit dark matter signal spectrum (blue) is stacked together with
the AC beam-on backgrounds (red), the predicted delayed-neutrino (brown) and prompt-
neutrino (green) events. The COHERENT data points are marked by the black dots with
statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. The fit to the data set with cuts is
conducted with the data points lying in our signal region 14 keV < Er < 26 keV which is
defined by our energy cuts in (5.5) and (5.6). This plot visualizes not only the mild excess
in the signal region but the explanation of dark matter events.
As a final remark, one may attempt the NSI interpretation as an alternative hypothesis
to explain both the excess emerging after applying the cuts and the full data set. It was
demonstrated in Ref. [14] that the NSI hypothesis with a non-zero coupling in the electron
neutrino sector does not explain the data set with the cuts and the data set without the cuts
simultaneously, in particular, showing a poor fit for the excess in the prompt timing bins
(i.e., t < 1.5 µs). A non-zero coupling in the muon neutrino sector is even more disfavored
since it affects the delayed neutrino events as well as the prompt neutrino events.
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mV [MeV] 75 100 150 200
Y 6.3× 10−11 6.7× 10−11 9.2× 10−10 1.7× 10−9
Table 6. Best-fit values of Y for several choices of mV as derived from the results shown in the
left panel of Figure 6. For these values, mV /mχ and αD are set to be 3 and 0.5, respectively.
6.2 Constraining parameter space
As mentioned in the preceding section, the “excess” may be explained by an unidentified
background or a systematic uncertainty on the observed steady-state background. It may
also disappear as more statistics are taken into account. In this case, our proposed analysis
strategy can improve the experimental sensitivities to the models discussed in Section 2, as
it allows for eliminating a large portion of backgrounds. Likewise, for our benchmark de-
tectors other than the COHERENT CsI detector, we can study the expected experimental
sensitivity reaches together with the cuts defined in Section 5. In order to evaluate future
sensitivities at COHERENT, CCM, and JSNS2 to dark matter signals, we again perform
a likelihood analysis using simulation data at each experiment for nominal choices of the
expected exposure. Given that data and information about backgrounds are available for
COHERENT CsI and LAr, we treat those likelihood analyses differently than those for
CCM and JSNS2.
• COHERENT: We simulate a scenario where the CsI excess vanishes with more
exposure. To do this, we use simulated data based on the null hypothesis as our
“observed” data with a 3-year run period, combining both LAr and CsI data. The
sizes of the neutron distribution Rn are set to be 4.7 fm and 4.1 fm [59] for CsI
and Ar, respectively. Backgrounds as well as prompt and delayed neutrino rates are
scaled accordingly, but systematic uncertainties are kept the same. We then define
the following test statistic:
χ2 ∝
∑
CsI,LAr
∑
(t,Er)
(N(~θ)−Nν −Nbg)2
(Nν +Nbg)(1 + σ2(Nν +Nbg))
, (6.6)
for N(~θ) = Nχ(~θ) + Nν + Nbg, which is based on a null hypothesis event rate N0 =
Nν + Nbg in each (t, Er) bin. We adopt the simplifying assumption, for the sake of
estimating future sensitivity, of flat background distributions whose total rates are
given in Refs. [17, 55] and scaled linearly to account for a 3-year exposure. The total
systematic uncertainty σ is again assumed to remain at 28% for CsI [17] and 8.5%
for LAr [55]. In order to evaluate the sensitivity to the model parameters ~θ, we find
the contour in parameter space of 90% C.L..
• CCM and JSNS2: We use the same test statistic for 3-year run periods, but we do
not include SS, BRN, or other background rates as they are unknown at this time.
We also do not include the treatment of systematic uncertainties for the same reason,
i.e., σ = 0 for CCM and JSNS2. Again, the size of the neutron distribution Rn for
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Ar is set to be 4.1 fm.
χ2 ∝
∑
(t,Er)
(N(~θ)−Nν)2
Nν
. (6.7)
We now discuss the parameter space for two different scenarios that we specified at
the beginning of this section, i.e., single-mediator and double-mediator scenarios. For both
possibilities, we take dark photon as our mediator appearing in the dark matter scattering
process for illustration. Therefore, both quark- and lepton-related production channels
including P1 through P4 come into play in the single-mediator scenario, while signal de-
tection via nucleus scattering D1 (for COHERENT and CCM) and electron scattering D2
(for JSNS2) is available in both scenarios. In the double-mediator scenario, we will choose
baryon number-gauged dark gauge boson for production of dark matter as a concrete ex-
ample, while arguing that the dark photon nevertheless governs the scattering signal. The
main purpose of showing two different types of scenarios is due to the fact that in any real-
istic model, there can be more than one mediators associated with multiple gauge bosons,
scalars, etc.
Single-mediator scenario: In Figure 7, we exhibit the expected 90% C.L. sensitivity
reaches for COHERENT with CsI and LAr (current and future), CCM, and JSNS2 in
the context of the single-mediator scenario, with the mass ratio of dark matter to the
mediator fixed to be 3. We plot Y = 2αD(mχ/mV )
4 versus the mediator mass mV ,
using our energy and timing cuts from (5.5) and (5.7). The relevant existing limits from
BaBar [60], LSND [11], MiniBooNE [61], and NA64 [62] are also shown for comparison,
and the excluded regions are shaded by respective colors. We also show the thermal relic
abundance line (black solid) consistent with the observed abundance in Figure 7 where the
mediator couples to electron and quarks. The relic density calculation presented here is
obtained semi-analytically including all available channels (χχ¯→ e+e−, µ+µ−, pi+pi−, etc.)
in increasing mV , and the result agrees with the MicrOMEGAs [63] calculation for the same
parameter space.
For the ongoing COHERENT CsI and LAr, we assume no excess in calculating the
limits, while the existing CsI data may have a mild excess as discussed previously and the
LAr data is not public yet. We find that the COHERENT limit based on the ongoing
CsI and LAr detectors can cover parameter regions unexplored by other existing searches
for mV ∼ 5 − 200 MeV. The inclusion of the (mostly e±-originating) bremsstrahlung
photons have improved the reach of the parameter space significantly for mV ∼< 200 MeV,
as compared to our previous study. We also show the COHERENT future LAr line (red
dashed) for 610 kg fiducial mass for 3 years using our energy and timing selections. The
limit suggests that our proposed strategy allow the COHERENT LAr to explore a wider
range of parameter space, as compared to the projected limit (brwon dot-dashed) in the
experimental analysis shown in Ref. [15]. In the experimental analysis, the prompt timing
window t ≤ 1.5 µs is used, but no energy cut is employed to remove the prompt neutrino. A
side-band measurement is made on the delayed neutrino (νe and ν¯µ) to determine the shape
of prompt neutrino (νµ) in order to remove it from the dark matter analysis. This side-
band analysis depends on the the assumption that different neutrino flavors only possess
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Figure 7. 90% C.L. projected experimental sensitivity to the model couplings and mediator masses
in the single-mediator scenario (X = V ) for our benchmark detectors. We take a dark photon
A′ as our mediator, and conventionally plot the sensitivities on Y ≡ 2αD(mχmV )4 where αD =
(κVD)
2/(4pi) = 0.5 and mV /mχ = 3. The relevant existing limits from BaBar [60], LSND [11],
MiniBooNE [61], and NA64 [62] are shown by the shaded regions. The parameter sets that are
consistent with the observed dark matter relic abundance are shown by the black solid line.
SM interactions. On the other hand, if we use the energy cut on the prompt window, we
reject the neutrino events even if they possess NSIs for different flavors. Hence, the energy
cut along with prompt-window selections can probe dark matter by vetoing neutrinos even
with the NSI interactions. Furthermore, with the energy cut, stronger bounds are allowed
for mV & 10 MeV in our analysis compared to those in the Ref. [15]. The approach
therein is basically to determine the prompt neutrino distribution up to statistical and
systematic errors by a side-band analysis. It allows for constrained systematics, but the
prompt neutrino events remain not eliminated unlike our kinematic cuts. Therefore, as the
mediator mass increases, the number of dark matter events relative to the neutrino and
background event rates gets smaller so that the resultant limit becomes weaker rapidly.
For CCM with a LAr detector, we show the projected limits (blue dashed and solid)
with both tight and loose timing cuts defined in (5.7). The tight cut is suggested by the
CCM Collaboration [24], whereas the loose cut is determined by our cut optimization. The
improvement with the loose cuts is about 50% for the limit on the coupling compared to
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the tight-cut case. Due to the larger detector mass (7 tons fiducial), the reach is expected
to be better than the COHERENT future with 610 kg of LAr fiducial mass. Since the
energy of the proton beams for COHERENT and CCM are 1 GeV and 800 MeV, there
are few energetic e± and η mesons created, and as a result the maximum reach for mV for
thees experiments is about 300 MeV.
For JSNS2 with a Gd-LS detector, we utilize the first pulse out of the two consecutive
pulses as discussed in Section 5 in order to perform the analysis with a lower neutrino flux.
The projected limit line (orange) is expected to be better than the other experiments due
to a large volume (17 tons fiducial) of the detector. We see that the JSNS2 sensitivity line
shows a curvature different from the other experiments, i.e., smoothly rising trend versus
flat trend in increasing mV . The reason is that the mass differences between the mediator
and the target particle off which dark matter scatters are differently hierarchical [49]. In
more detail, the target electron for JSNS2 is lighter than the mediator, so the scattering
cross section decreases by ∼ 1/m4V suggested by Eq. (2.7). By contrast, the target nucleus
for COHERENT and CCM is much heavier than the mediator, and thus the scattering
cross section is essentially governed by the mass of target nucleus, i.e., roughly constant
(for mV . 100 MeV), as suggested by Eq. (2.6). Speaking of the reach for mV , unlike
COHERENT and CCM, the JSNS2 coverage is extended further up to ∼ 700 MeV. The
reason is that the 3 GeV proton beam allows for production of heavier mesons (e.g., η)
which can decay into heavier dark gauge boson V and for creation of e± energetic enough
to radiate heavier V .
Double-mediator scenario: Moving onto the double-mediator scenario, we consider
two mediators with different couplings to SM fermions (κfV 6= κfX) and to dark matter
(κDV 6= κDX). It is then possible to have different cases based on various combinations of the
couplings. As mentioned previously, we choose a dark photon A′ as V (mediator for dark
matter detection) and a baryon number-gauged dark gauge boson B as X (mediator for
dark matter production) solely for illustration.8 Therefore, κXf and κ
V
f are identified as gB
and e, respectively (see also Table 1). While the search under consideration is sensitive to
effective coupling κeff in Eq. (6.1), we fix κ
X
f to be 2× 10−3, which is consistent with the
current experimental constraints [64], and αD = (κ
V
D)
2/(4pi) to be 0.5 for simplicity. We
further take mX = 75 MeV and mχ = 2 MeV, so hadronic decays of X are kinematically
forbidden while X → e+e− may arise via loop-suppressed couplings. Therefore, X → χχ¯
can dominate unless κXD is too small. We set κ
X
D to be ∼ 10−7 which allows for an almost full
flux of dark matter reaching the detector within the prompt timing window, as discussed
in Section 4.
One may ask whether these parameter choices guarantee that dark matter scatters via
an exchange of mediator V not X. For JSNS2, this is not an issue because the associated
detector is in favor of dark matter that can interact with electrons. For COHERENT
and CCM, this works if κXf κ
X
D < κ
V
f κ
V
D. The mediator mass parameters mX and mV
are largely irrelevant because the factor from the mediator propagator is dictated by the
8A similar argument can go through if one replaces B by T3R model 2.
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Figure 8. 90% C.L. projected experimental sensitivity to the model couplings and mediator masses
in the double-mediator scenario. X and V are taken to be a baryon number-gauged dark gauge
boson B (i.e., κXf = gB) and a dark photon A
′ (i.e., κVf = e), respectively, for illustration. The
masses of X and dark matter are fixed to mX = 75 MeV and mχ = 2 MeV. The coupling κ
X
f is set
to be 2× 10−3, which is consistent with the current constraints [64], while we take κXD = 10−7 and
αD ≡ (κVD)2/(4pi) = 0.5. We plot the sensitivities on 2, while the existing limits are recast for this
scenario.
nucleus mass [see Eq. (2.6)]. We will see shortly that this condition is satisfied over the
regions of parameter space that we are exploring.
Figure 8 displays the 90% C.L. sensitivity reaches of our benchmark detectors in the
scenario specified thus far, in the plane of mV against 
2(= (κVf )
2/e2). The reach for mV
is not limited like before, since mX is fixed. The exclusion limit lines are improved by ∼ 4
orders of magnitude (for mV ∼< 100 MeV), compared to 2 calculated from Y in Figure 7.
All our benchmark experiments are essentially friendly to baryon-involving dark matter
production channels. Relatively less constrained baryo-philic mediator X allows for copious
production of dark matter, and as a consequence it becomes possible to explore the regions
of smaller  values. The CCM limit at Loose WP reaches down to ∼ 5×10−15, and we find
that κXf κ
X
D is about three orders of magnitude smaller than κ
V
f κ
V
D, thereby satisfying the
aforementioned condition and letting the dark matter scatter off a nucleus dominantly via
an exchange of V . The existing limits are recast for this double-mediator scenario. Since
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BaBar and NA64 set their limits based on the model assumption that the dark photon
emitted from an electron beam decays invisibly, i.e., e+e− → γA′(→ invisible) for BaBar
and e−Z → e−ZA′(→ invisible) for NA64, their limits are simply raised from those in
Figure 7 by a factor of 1αD
(
mV
mχ
)4
. However, MiniBooNE and LSND basically assumed the
dark gauge boson production from meson decays, so their limits can be reinterpreted in
the context of the specific scenario that we consider here,9 thereby setting more stringent
limits than those in Figure 7. We will discuss how to recast the limits from MiniBooNE
and LSND in more detail in the next section.
For the dark matter relic abundance, we remark that the domination of the V boson
also would continue in the relic abundance calculation under the assumption that dark
matter χ is thermally frozen out in the early universe. Given the fact that the chosen X
boson is baryo-philic and χ is set to be 2 MeV, there are no tree-level channels to pair-
annihilate χ to the SM (hadronic) final state around the freeze-out time, while loop-induced
couplings can lead to leptonic annihilation channels, e.g., into an electron-positron pair.
By contrast, annihilation channels via the V boson are available even at the tree level, e.g.,
χχ¯→ V ∗ → e+e−.10 Therefore, if (κ
V
f κ
V
D)
2
m4V
>
(cloopκ
X
f κ
X
D)
2
m4X
, the resulting relic abundance
can be (mainly) dictated by the V boson. Our choices for κXf and κ
X
D multiplied by the
loop-induced factor cloop are significantly smaller than the product κ
V
f κ
V
D, so that the X
boson essentially does not affect the relic abundance within the range of mV shown in
Figure 8. We display the corresponding relic density curve again by the black solid line,
assuming that χ is the cosmological dark matter. The dip around mV = 4 MeV originates
from the (s-channel) resonance annihilation at mV ≈ 2mχ. We see that even the existing
COHERENT data (CsI + LAr) would allow us to explore the regions of parameter space
below the relic density line for the given set of values for αD, κ
X
f , and κ
X
D .
6.3 Interpretations in other dark matter scenarios
We have discussed so far the dark matter signal sensitivity of our benchmark experiments
in the context of a certain specific dark matter scenario (mostly a dark photon scenario)
purely for illustration. As listed in Table 1, there are a variety of dark matter scenarios to
which the benchmark experiments are sensitive, so we discuss ways of not only interpreting
our results in the context of various models in this section but also determining appropriate
existing limits and recasting them properly. This exercise depends on the underlying model
assumptions. We discuss them in the single-mediator scenario followed by the double-
mediator scenario.
The expected number of dark matter events in the detector Nχ is proportional to the
dark matter flux Φχ and the scattering cross section between dark matter and the tar-
get particle T (e.g., T = N, e−): Nχ ∝ ΦχσχT . Analyses are usually done for individual
detection channel; for example, MiniBooNE reported their results in the electron channel
9We further assume that dark matter production in MiniBooNE and LSND is dominated by the pi0
decay over the others.
10For mV < mχ, another channel, χχ¯→ V V may open and change details of the χ freeze-out.
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and the nucleus channel. Once the channel is fixed, the overall cross section σχT becomes
proportional to the associated coupling constant(s) and the experiment becomes exclu-
sively sensitive to those coupling constant(s). However, Φχ is inclusive; for our benchmark
experiments, Φχ = Φχ,P1 + Φχ,P2 + Φχ,P3 + Φχ,P4 + · · · up to other negligible contribu-
tions. Depending on the choice of dark gague boson X, a subset of the production channels
get suppressed; for example, the flux via the e±-induced cascade Φχ,P4 is suppressed for
baryo-philic scenarios. Furthermore, even among the allowed channels the size of the dark
matter flux in one channel relative to those in the others may change depending on the
type of dark gauge boson scenario we choose. This complication can be avoided if Φχ is
dominated by a single channel. We find that in our benchmark experiments a majority of
dark matter is produced via the pi0 decay, so it is a reasonably good approximation to take
Φχ ≈ Φχ,P1. For the electro-philic X, the meson-involved channels (i.e., P1, P2, and P3)
are suppressed, so Φχ is then approximated to Φχ,P4.
In the single-mediator case (X = V , κXf = κ
V
f , and κ
X
D = κ
V
D), for a given mV the
translation rule between the  value in Figure 7 and κVf can be obtained by equating the
products of the dominant dark matter flux and the coupling associated with the dark
matter-nucleus scattering. For example, a baryo-philic scenario (e.g., B and T3R model 2)
takes the pi0 channel as the dominant dark matter production channel like the dark-photon
scenario, so we find
g2B
2e2
=
Z
A
κA
′
D
κBD
for B,
g2T3R
2e2
=
Z
2(A− 2Z)
κA
′
D
κT3RD
for T3R (6.8)
which are more relevant to COHERENT and CCM because the JSNS2 detector is less
sensitive to dark matter interacting with quarks. The COHERENT and CCM experiments
depend mostly on the quark couplings for the dark matter production, while the detection of
dark matter depends entirely on quark couplings of the associated dark gauge boson because
these detectors are optimized to small energy deposits. The direct electron coupling for
these experiments appears in the estimation of the e±-induced bremsstrahlung production
of the dark gauge boson. Therefore, if the mediator participating in detection does not
have tree-level quark coupling, these experiments would be less sensitive to the associated
dark matter models. On the other hand, the dark matter detection at JSNS2 depends
entirely on the electron coupling because the energy threshold of the detector disfavors
nuclear recoil, whereas dark matter can be created via both quark and electron couplings.
Therefore, if an underlying dark matter model were “electro-philic”, JSNS2 would be more
advantageous than the other two in the search for the dark matter signal.11 For dark gauge
bosons carrying both quark and electron couplings like dark photon, all three experiments
are capable of producing and detecting dark matter. In summary, the COHERENT, CCM,
and JSNS2 experiments would provide complimentary information on couplings for a dark
sector model, and their sensitivity to various dark sector models is summarized in Table 7.
For the T3R model, the sensitivities for model 2 are shown in the parentheses only for the
cases which differ from model 1.
11A lepto-philic model Lµ − Lτ would not be tested at JSNS2 as efficiently as other lepto-philic models
with direct coupling to electrons.
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Type of mediator V A′ B L B − L Le − Lµ Le − Lτ T3R [model 1(2)]
COHERENT 3 3 7 3 7 7 3
CCM 3 3 7 3 7 7 3
JSNS2 3 7 3 3 3 3 3(7)
LSND [11] 3 7 3 3 3 3 3(7)
MiniBooNE–Electron [61] 3 7 3 3 3 3 3(7)
MiniBooNE–Nucleus [61] 3 3 7 3 7 7 3
BaBar [60] 3 7 3 3 3 3 3
NA64 [62] 3 7 3 3 3 3 3
Table 7. The sensitivity of our benchmark experiments, COHERENT, CCM, and JSNS2, and
existing relevant experiments, BaBar, LSND, MiniBooNE, and NA64, to the dark sector models
listed in Table 1, whose mediator governs the scattering process of dark matter. The “3” (“7”)
symbol indicates that the experiment in the associated row is sensitive (less sensitive) to the model
in the associated column through tree-level interactions.
Recasting the limits from LSND and MiniBooNE can be obtained in a similar fashion,
as their search scheme also relies on the “appearance” of proton-beam-produced dark mat-
ter (mostly from pi0 decays) through its scattering-off electrons (LSND and MiniBooNE–
Electron) or nuclei (MiniBooNE–Nucleus). However, as discussed earlier, BaBar and NA64
rely on the “disappearance” of the dark matter radiated off from an electron beam. There-
fore, they are not capable of setting stronger limits for baryo-philic models (i.e., through
tree-level couplings). In addition, they are only sensitive to κVf , the resulting rescaling is
simply determined by the ratio of gauge charges of electron:
κVf
e
=
xVe
xA′e
. (6.9)
The sensitivity of the above five experiments to various dark sector models is also summa-
rized in Table 7.
In the double-mediator case (X 6= V , κXf 6= κVf , and κXD 6= κVD), the sensitivity plot is
usually shown in the mV −κVf plane as in Figure 8. For the “appearance” experiments such
as COHERENT, CCM, JSNS2, LSND, and MiniBooNE, the detection channel should be
sensitive to the model of interest, i.e., mediator V . By contrast, the two “disappearance”
experiments here, BaBar and NA64, again can set the limits as long as V is electro-philic.
Therefore, the summary in Table 7 goes through for mediator V of a given double-mediator
scenario.
Recasting the limits from BaBar and NA64 simply follows the rule in Eq. (6.9), whereas
care must be taken to recast the limits from LSND and MiniBooNE. If dark gague boson
X has couplings to up and down quarks, dark matter production is dominantly from pi0
decays and it is sufficient to compare the products of relevant coupling constants, resulting
in
κVf =
1
3(e)
2QA
′
effκ
A′
D
xX
pi0
κXf Q
V
effκ
V
D
, (6.10)
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where  is deduced from the limits of LSND/MiniBooNE, κA
′
D is from the assumed αD
of LSND/MiniBooNE, and QA
′
eff is Z for the MiniBooNE–Nucleus while the MiniBooNE–
Electron and LSND take
√
Z instead. 1/3 in the numerator and xXpi0 in the denominator
are the effective gauge charges of pi0 with respect to A′ and X, respectively, while QVeff is
the effective charge associated with mediator V for the nucleus scattering and is replaced
by
√
ZxVe for the electron scattering.
One may then fix κXf to a value to explore a slice of parameter space spanned in the
mV − κVf plane, as is done in Figure 8. However, as briefly discussed in the previous
section, particular care should be taken for choosing a value of κXf in order to be consistent
with three main underlying assumptions in the double-mediator scenario: (i) dark matter is
dominantly produced through X, (ii) produced X predominantly decays into a dark matter
pair, and (iii) the dark matter scattering arises predominantly via an exchange of mediator
V . Note that these assumptions are more for convenience of analyses hence developing the
intuition on the experimental sensitivity to couplings possibly one at a time. One can
perform an analysis and recasting with all or part of the above assumptions relaxed, at
the expense of complicating the analysis and the recasting. Assumption (i) is relevant if
V has also couplings to quarks, and can be readily satisfied as far as the fixed value of
κXf is larger than the value of κ
V
f near the experimental reach modulo associated gauge
charges. Assumption (ii) itself can be satisfied as far as ΓX→χχ¯  ΓX→ff¯ . This relation
(roughly) holds for κXD > κ
X
f , but as we have seen in the previous section, a fairly large
κXD on top of a sizable κ
X
f may be in conflict with assumption (iii). Conversely, too small
coupling constants would lead too long a lifetime of X, resulting in a substantial reduction
of the dark matter flux reaching the detector. Depending on the situation, κXD should be
sensibly selected for consistency among underlying assumptions. For baryo-philic X with
mX < 2mpi, the decay modes of X to the SM particles can be significantly suppressed
at the tree level, and the loop-induced leptonic decay channels can allow more space for
reasonable choices of κXf and κ
X
D . Finally, the assumption (iii) is relevant whenever V and
X are competing in the scattering process of dark matter. In the case of nucleus scattering
with mN  mX/V , (κVf κVD)2 > (κXf κXD)2 is needed up to QX/Veff , while in the case of electron
scattering with mX/V  me,
(κVf κ
V
D)
2
m4V
>
(κXf κ
X
D)
2
m4X
up to gauge charges of electrons x
X/V
e .
Again parameter choices to satisfy assumption (iii) may disfavor assumption (ii), so one
should check whether all the assumptions hold consistently for a given set of parameter
choices.
7 Conclusions
Low-energy and high-intensity beam-based neutrino experiments are receiving increasing
attention as an excellent venue for probing new physics not only in the neutrino sector but
in the dark matter sector. As expected, the neutrinos are a major contaminant to dark
matter searches in these experiments. This situation is similar to the “neutrino floor” in the
dark matter direct detection experiments. We proposed recoil energy and timing selections
to overcome the neutrino floor which allows the ongoing and upcoming experiments to have
much better sensitivity reaches to the dark matter signal, compared to the existing limits.
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The cuts that we develop remove not only the neutrinos with the SM interactions but also
with NSIs.
In this work, we first showed the irreducible neutrino floor associated with COHER-
ENT (CsI and LAr) , CCM (LAr) and JSNS2 (Gd-LS). We then determined the recoil
energy and timing selections for different types of detectors for these experiments to re-
duce the prompt and delayed neutrino event rates. The cut selections vary with the detector
type. All these stopped-pion experiments not only produce neutrinos but they are high-
intensity sources for photons emerging from meson decays and bremsstrahlung. We utilized
all these photons to produce dark gauge bosons which subsequently decay into dark mat-
ter. We then investigated possible searches for dark matter from the nuclear and electron
recoils at the detector. Recoils associated with the appearance of dark matter render these
experiment robust and complimentary to various beam-dump experiments where the dis-
appearance of dark gauge boson is used to put limits. Further, since the JSNS2 experiment
uses electron couplings of the dark gauge bosons to look for the dark matter appearance,
whereas the CCM and the COHERENT experiments use the quark couplings of the dark
gauge bosons, we obtain complimentary information about these dark matter models from
the three experiments.
The ongoing COHERENT experiment has already published results associated with
CsI and LAr detectors [17, 55], while the CCM and the JSNS2 experiments are ongoing but
without any public results yet. The measurement data of the CsI detector in the COHER-
ENT experiment is publicly available, so we analyzed the data using our proposed event
selection scheme. We found a mild excess and demonstrated that our dark matter models
can accommodate the excess [14]. We then investigated dark matter signal sensitivity ex-
pected in all these experiments, showing the limit plots in the plane of the mediator mass
versus a coupling parameter in the single-mediator and the double-mediator scenarios. In
the single-mediator scenario, the current limit emerging from the COHERENT data ap-
pears to already improve the existing limits from NA64, MiniBooNE, BaBar, etc. for a
similar parameter space. Our study suggests that other experiments be capable of probing
wide ranges of unexplored parameter space, getting closer to the thermal relic density line.
In the double-mediator scenario, we found that our benchmark experiments can probe even
wider ranges of unexplored parameter space by allowing a baryo-philic dark gauge boson to
be responsible for dark matter production. Furthermore, all of our benchmark experiments
rely on the “appearance” of produced dark matter via its scattering process, so their limits
can be considered more robust than the experiments relying on the “disappearance” of
produced dark matter, e.g., BaBar and NA64.
Finally, we stress that the dark matter search strategy that was proposed here can be
applied to many other experiments besides our benchmark choices, as long as they get the
delayed neutrinos dominantly from non-relativistic muons induced by stopped-pion decays
and timing of events is measured. We expect that such low-energy high-intensity neutrino
facilities will make groundbreaking progress in the search for physics beyond the Standard
Model.
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A Phase-Space Suppression of Cascade Photons
We consider the dark bremsstrahlung process
e±∗ → e±X
for a dark gauge boson X which has an interaction with electrons via L ⊃ κXe xXe Xµe¯γµe
which is, in turn, contrasted with the ordinary QED, LQED ⊃ eAµe¯γµe. In a formal ap-
proach, one would supply the new physics model to an events generator, given mX , κ
X
e ,
and the incident e± flux, and simulate this process. However, this approach would be very
computationally expensive, having to repeat it for each mass point in our likelihood analy-
sis. For the sake of pragmatism, at the cost of simulation fidelity, we instead parameterize
the cross section as
dσ(e± → e±X)
dEe
=
dσ(e± → e±γ)
dEe
× p2X × f
(
mX
Ee
)
(A.1)
where f is a phase space factor that we obtain empirically from sampling several values of
mX using MG5@aMC [65] and measuring the dependence onmX/Ee. We show the suppression
f as a function of x = mX/Ee in Figure 9. Furthermore, given a flux of e
± cascade photons
with energies Eγ , for each γ we can approximately deduce the parent e
± energy via
〈Ee〉 = 1.0773Eγ + 13.716 (MeV). (A.2)
This allows us to convolve an already-simulated, standard model photon flux with these
factors to give the ad-hoc dark gauge boson flux for this process;
dΦX
dEX
∼ dΦγ
dEγ
× p2X × f
(
mX
〈Ee〉
)
. (A.3)
We find that our empirical model in Figure 9 works sufficiently well for Ee > 50 MeV,
whereas below 50 MeV the flux is additionally suppressed by 1 − 3 orders of magnitude.
However, light dark gauge boson X contributed by the cascade photons from electrons of
Ee < 50 MeV can be produced more by pi
0 decays and pi− absorption. Therefore, their
contribution to our sensitivity reaches is subleading, i.e., the uncertainty in the associated
ΦX does not affect our sensitivity estimate.
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Figure 9. Effective phase-space factor suppression of dark photon production via e± cascade
photons.
B Derivation of Timing Spectra
In this appendix, we derive the spectral shape of the timing distribution, taking the example
of a simple, two-step, sequential pi− absorption process defined by
pi− + p→ n+X , X → χχ¯ . (B.1)
Such pions can be produced in all of our benchmark experiments, when a proton beam
bombards on a target. The pi− absorption and the emission of X take place rather promptly
inside the target, while the decay point of X depends on its lifetime and velocity.
The configuration under consideration is now depicted in Figure 10. A detector is
placed in the origin, and the target is located at x = x0. Suppose that the mesic state
formed by a negative pion and a proton decays to dark gauge boson X at tF . As mentioned
above, the formation of the mesic state followed by its decay proceed quickly, so one can
understand tF as the timing of production of a given pi
−. Suppose further that X flies in
the θ direction for vX(t0 − tF ), and decays to two dark matter particles. Since the mesic
state is produced nearly at rest, the energy and the momentum of X (denoted by EX and
pX , respectively) are given by the rest-frame values:
EX =
(mpi +mp)
2 −m2n +m2X
2(mpi +mp)
, pX =
λ1/2
[
(mpi +mp)
2,m2n,m
2
X
]
2(mpi +mp)
, (B.2)
where mi denotes the mass of particle species i. vX , the speed of X is trivially given by
pXc/EX with c being the speed of light. One of the two χ then may travel towards the
detector for vχt
′, if it moves in the θ′ direction (see also Figure 10). The expression for vχ
is rather involved and, more importantly, dependent on time (t0− tF ), so we come back to
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Figure 10. The configuration under consideration.
it later. Denoting the timing measured at the detector by t, we are interested in
f(t) =
dNχ
dt
, (B.3)
which can be interpreted as the dark matter flux at the detector of interest. Obviously, t
is the same as the sum of t0 and t
′:
t = t0 + t
′ (vX(t0 − tF ), t0 − tF , cos θ) , (B.4)
where we emphasize that t′ is a function of t0 − tF and cos θ.
According to the decay law, the probability thatX decays at t0 is given by
1
τX
e−(t0−tF )/τX
with τX being the laboratory-frame mean lifetime of X. Assuming that the dark gauge
boson is emitted isotropically in the process pi− + p→ X + n, we obtain
d2NX
dt0d cos θ
=
1
2
· 1
τX
e
− t0−tF
τX Θ(t0 − tF ) , (B.5)
where Θ(x) is the usual Heaviside step function. The differential dark matter number
density is obviously proportional to the differential dark gauge boson number density, as
it is from the decay of X. They are related by a simple change of variable such that
d2Nχ
dtd cos θ
∝
∣∣∣∣ ∂(t, cos θ)∂(t0, cos θ)
∣∣∣∣−1 d2NXdt0d cos θ =
∣∣∣∣ dtdt0
∣∣∣∣−1 d2NXdt0d cos θ . (B.6)
From Figure 10 one can easily see that t′ is related to t0− tF and cos θ as follows: (vχt′)2 =
x20 + v
2
X(t0 − tF )2 − 2x0vX(t0 − tF ) cos θ, which results in
t = t0 +
√
x20 + v
2
X(t0 − tF )2 − 2x0vX(t0 − tF ) cos θ
vχ
. (B.7)
As mentioned earlier, vχ is a function of t0, thus the time-derivative of t is rather involved
and generally not illustrative. We provide example expressions for some limiting cases
below. Since vχ depends on t0, dt/dt0 is
dt
dt0
=
∂t
∂t0
+
∂vχ
∂t0
· ∂t
∂vχ
. (B.8)
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In the limit of mχ  mX , vχ → c and in turn ∂vχ/∂t0 = 0 so that we obtain
∣∣∣∣ dtdt0
∣∣∣∣−1 = c
√
x20 + v
2
X(t0 − tF )2 − 2x0vX(t0 − tF ) cos θ
c
√
x20 + v
2
X(t0 − tF )2 − 2x0vX(t0 − tF ) cos θ + v2X(t0 − tF )− x0vX cos θ
,(B.9)
t0 = tF +
1
c2 − v2X
[
c2(t− tF )− x0vX cos θ
−
√
c2v2X(t− tF )2 − 2x0vXc2(t− tF ) cos θ + x20(c2 − v2X sin2 θ)
]
. (B.10)
In the limit of mχ  mX  mpi+mp−mn, all the velocity parameters approach the speed
of light so that the above expressions become further simplified.∣∣∣∣ dtdt0
∣∣∣∣−1 =
√
x20 + c
2(t0 − tF )2 − 2x0c(t0 − tF ) cos θ√
x20 + c
2(t0 − tF )2 − 2x0c(t0 − tF ) cos θ + c(t0 − tF )− x0 cos θ
, (B.11)
t0 =
c2(t2 − t2F )− 2ctFx0 cos θ − x20
2c{c(t− tF )− x0 cos θ} . (B.12)
As mentioned before, not all dark matter particles contribute to f(t) but the ones
traveling in the θ′ direction do. Therefore, such a contribution has to be properly weighted
in terms of θ′. To find the associated weight factor w(cos θ′), let us first suppose that
starred quantities are measured in the X rest frame. The Lorentz transformation of χ
four-momentum between the laboratory frame and the X rest frame leads us to the relation,
cos θ∗ =
−E∗χγX
√
γ2X − 1 sin2 θ′ −
√
cos2 θ′{E∗2χ −m2χ(cos2 θ′ + γ2X sin2 θ′)}
p∗χ(cos2 θ′ + γ2X sin
2 θ′)
, (B.13)
where γX stands for the Lorentz boost factor of dark gauge boson. Indeed, there is another
solution in which the sign for the second term of the numerator is positive, but it does not
describe the dark matter flying towards the detector. Note that the emission direction of
χ in the X rest frame is isotropic, i.e.,
dNX→χ
d cos θ∗
= 2 · 1
2
, (B.14)
where the prefactor 2 takes care of the fact that X disintegrates to two dark matter
particles. We therefore find that the weight factor w is
w(cos θ′) =
1
2pi(vχt′)2
∣∣∣∣ d cos θ′d cos θ∗
∣∣∣∣−1 dNX→χd cos θ∗ (B.15)
where (2pi)−1 averages out the azimuthal angle around the axis defined by the X moving
orientation and (vχt
′)−2 takes care of the flux reduction by the distance between the X
decay point and the detector. A simple geometry consideration relates cos θ′ and cos θ:
cos θ′ =
x0 cos θ − vX(t0 − tF )√
x20 + v
2
X(t0 − tF )2 − 2x0vX(t0 − tF ) cos θ
. (B.16)
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Now vχ can be written in terms of t and cos θ.
vχ =
pχ
Eχ
· c =
√(
E∗χγX + p∗χ cos θ∗
√
γ2X − 1
)2
−m2χ
E∗χγX + p∗χ cos θ∗
√
γ2X − 1
· c (B.17)
One can re-express the above in terms of cos θ and t0 using Eqs. (B.13) and (B.16).
Finally, the actual proton beam pulse is not maximized immediately, hence produced
pion flux is not maximized instantaneously. It actually rises for a certain amount of time,
culminates, and falls off. Suppose that such a beam pulse is on for tmaxF and its behavior in
the timing spectrum is modeled by unit-normalized F . Since production of negative pion
is proportional to protons on target, we finally find
dNχ
dt
=
∫ 1
−1
d cos θ
∫ tmaxF
0
dtF
∣∣∣∣ dtdt0
∣∣∣∣−1 d2NXdt0d cos θ · w(cos θ′) · F(tF ) , (B.18)
where every quantity is written in terms of t.
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